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Abttr•ct 
Societal attitudes towards persons with disability have changed from lime to time. Various factol'!I 

contribute to these changing attitudes. Gender, education, religion, occup.1tion, income, 11.1tionality have a 
signiAc.mt impact on the level of dis.1bility consciousness. 'The present research p,1per will investigate the 
level of consciousness of di((erent type5 of people towards disability in the selected Indian English fiction 
which de,,ls with the theme of disability to understand the v.uious psychological and sociologic,11 dialectics 
that take plal-e in the life of a person with some kind of disability. The approach is interdisciplinary as it 
aims at assimilating the psychological and sociological aspects in analyzing the fiction of disabled people. 
It will also try to problematize the various linguistic construct applied to people with disability. 
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Disability studies remain a comparatively unexplored area in India in spite of the fact that it has evolved 
as a separate new critical discipline of study in the West. Disability studies takes into account the previously 
ignored subjects related to physical o r mental impai.nnent. It has not gained importance and legitimacy ,ts 
a separate discipline of study as there is a lack of adequate attention on the issue from inter-disciplinary 
paradigms. TI1is has resu lted in the tendency to study disability merely as an offshoot of other speciAc 
disciplines such as medical science, psychology, social work, community health, sociology, labor a-onomics, 
humanities and the arts (including literature) and that, too, in a rather piecemeal and parochial fashion. 
Particularly disability remains unexplored in literary representations. Societal attitudes towards persons with 
disability have changed from time to time. Gender, education, religion, profession, income ,tnd nationality 
p lay a significant role on the level of di.sabili ty consciousness. In the lndia.n novels/writings in English, 
disability is yet t.o gain currency in academia as a critical method / parameter. Disability has so far remained 
a relatively less significant area of study and research as compared to other modem approaches like feminism, 
Marxism, post-colonialism, gender studies, subaltern studies and women studies. 

Indian English fiction on disabilities has its own way of expressing one's societal pressures and personal 
sl'ruggles characterized by trials and triumphs. Disability has been considered as an index of marginality. 
People with disabilities often see obstacles in their path and have to conquer them to move forward . The 
soci.11 model of disability sees it as a social construction that leads to a feeling of inferiority and ignorance. 
Salman Rushdie, Rohinton Mistry, Jaisree Misra and Anita Desai have effectively projected disabled characters 
into mainstream literature. lnough many a reading has been done on these writers, one aspect of scrutiny 
that has been overlooked is the politics of representation of the intellectua lly disabled in their works. Rohinton 
Mistry's S11rlr a LD11g /01m1ey (1991), Rushdie's Shame ( 1983), Jaisree Misra' s A11ci.mt Prom&'S (2000) and Anita 
Desai's OcYlr Ug/11 of Day introduce strong disabled characters who play a pivotal role in the thread of the 
text. TI1ese works produce fonns of subjectivity within specific discurs.ive fields and the power relations 
promote particular meanings, interests and even forms of resistance. 

As literature infonns and informed, it often includes the sites of people who suffer any kind of 
imperfect11ess and how this is represent.ed in literature. 'The analysis of the literary texts on disability draw 
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out the tension and Indifference that Is l"Onst.-ullly at piay in the Indian context between modem ways or 
knowing d iwbility ,llld the ways in whk h they a re projected ,ind presen ted in literature. The textual analysis 
also inspects the role of lldrrative prop tha t di5ilbility plays in the litera ry texts ,u1d l'l'Commemd a more contex t 
sensitive as well ,15 critical application or disability studies that frequently tends to further itself with a 
universalistic cla im. 

Lit.erary Study on disabilities have contem porary relevance ,1s it he lps physically or mentally imp.1ired 
people to be represented Ii, the mainstream lllemry sodety and to estibllsh their equality a nd enh.rn(e their 
self-esteem. It is therefore worth pursuing to have a better understanding of the lives of people with d isability 
and generating not sympathy but empathy for thenl. The visibility of the authorial role in the text is one 
of the primary layers to be considered in respect o f the literary representations of the people with disability 
as it opens new vistas on exploration of the social and political hierarchies which serve as controlling forces 
in writer's crea tion. Li terary representations of disable-bodied characters are significant because it reveals 
the culturally ing ra ined way of seeing and perceiving the disabled Other. Disabilities, it is ob:served, in litera ry 
representations are "allegorical symbols" and a trope to infer culturally imbued meanings ,1nd represent 
cultural myths like-asexual o r sexlessness, ugly, l'Vil, unattractive, cul'5ed, unproductive, useless, and so on. 
The "body" becomes a metaphor and a site for numerous dlscour.ies. The bodies that ,,re different become 
a cause of concern as ii reflects the otlier side of the reality in the bin,1 ry •either/ or'' system. The subsequent 
exclusion of the "non-norm,1tive" from Uie mains tream signifies · biopolitks" demonstrating the re/ alignment 
or •power'' as it assigns socio-cultural meanings on the bas.is of groupings o r identity c,1tegories. Tem1s like 
"abject body" and "se"u,ll perverts" emerges from these re/ alignment of power by ,1 p,1radoxic,1' exclusion 
and inclusion which reduce the d isabled Into a "state of exception" . Reducing the disabled to a "state of 
exception" is an abuse of power which is tantamount to using the body as ,1 tool or exploitation and abuse. 
Elucidating the use of bodies, Agamben says the body of a slave is prima.rily to sustain the :life of the mas ter. 
The body or the s lave as oscill.11ing somewhere between z~ (bare life) and bios (qualified lire), which is 
to say tha t the body of the slave does not have an independent existence but is p.1rt o f the body of the 
master which completes ii or qualifies ii for life. Likewise the disabled are regarded as incomplete, and in 
all practical ma tters they do not have an independent existence. 

Disability studies is ,lll inventive area with sound intellectual and professiol\.11 foundation in soci.11 
sciences, humanities and rehabilitation 11Ciences. Pirdaus Kanga's Tryi11g ta Groll' is a typical fictional 
representation of disab:ility as it captures some of the finest aspects o r the surviva l of disabled people. Tryi11i 
ta Graw presents the anchorless position o r the differently-abled that forces thenl to a st,11~ o r seclusion ,1nd 
identity cri.sis leading to their ultimate surrender, despite their cons.istent efforts to overcome the stigmatic 
notions of the society. Their relegation to Uie margins and the resultant feeling of alienation are sometimes 
further reinforced by the well-ingrained codes o r social behavior or their respective communities. Kanga, 
surpris ingly, shows no awareness o r such stretching of the boundaries or the fo rm of the ·novel. His use or 
autobiographica l ma terial is conventional. Trying to Grow does not challenge readers to make major 
adjustments in their modes of perception, the klnd of challenge, for example, that Didion's Democracy or 
Roth's Zuckerman no,,els pose. In Trying to Grow there are a number of moments, eveints, and episodes 
that perhaps have autobiographical sanction, but they do not work ,is effective props to further the narrative. 
Kanga's failure to trans mute the fragments either or imagination o r or life into meaningful building blocks 
of narrative is evident from a number of episodes; the death of Sera as a flatiron falls upon her head, for 
example, and Brit's use of a large volume of Shakespeare's complete works as a weapon of self-defense are 
poorly conceived. The entire Tina episode is rendered completely incredible, as is the suggestion that Sam 
may have deliberately engineered his own death by walking across a busy New York h ighway blindfolded. 
All in all, the fictive e lements in the novel are poorly conceived. In spite of such weaknesses, howt.'Ver, Trying 
to Grow is one of the m ost delightful books to be published in the 1980s. Tiie prose has extraordinary charm, 
fluency, and wit and e"hibits remarkable control. Kanga creates a number o r memorable portraits. His women 
- Dolly, Sera, Jeero, Tina, Ruby, Amy - are sklllfully drawn and come across as uniquely alive and memorable, 
even though his men (with the exception of Daryus) lack finer definition and compared poorly with his 
women. TI1e novel is full of rippling, rich humor, flashes of wit, and a nwnber of endearing d1.1racters. It 
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is ,tlso an extremely tender, movin~ and poign,1ntly touching account of ,1 young m,m who insists on liv ins 
his life on his own tenns. Dilryus's handicaps inspire him to reach out and demand his share of what life 
offers everyone else. Kanga delves deep into the crevices of his prot.,gonlst' s existence and lays bare ~ •ery 
hurt, he.1rtache, and ,1p;onlzing remembrance of desires that were thw,1rted and remained unfulfilled .ind, 
with remarkable couraAe and honesty, maps the growth of a mind that must grapple with the excruciating 
pain of being different mother, who accepts her son's disability with grace, and to Tina, his de,1f cousin. 

As with any blldungsroman, the principal focus of the plot is the young man's attempt to break free of 
his necessarily protective parents and to carve out an independent life. In the process, he discovers his own 
awakening sexuality 1111 encounters with a neighbor, Cyrus, and also with Cyrus's girlfriend, Amy. Cyrus 
appears to be everything that Brit can never be, and Brit's infatuation is immediate andl intense. Bui the 
relatively idyllic world of childhood soon passes. Dolly moves lo America and marries; Brit's father 
accompanies her and walks into oncoming traffic; Tina is sold into prostitution; Brit's mother dies; Cyrus 
and Amy decide on marriage all potentially melodramatic but recounted simply. The author seems to be 
clearing the decks for his narrator because at this point in U1e novel Brit sees himself as free to move to 
England. He does so, and his life, in a sense, begins anew. Kanga 's next book, H t'11t'<i1 011 Wl1t-els, is something 
of a travelogue that records his early impressions of the Great Britain lo which "Brit'' moved. In short, he 
is very favorably impressed by what he sees, offering frequent comparisons with India that portray his mother 
country as backward and insensitive, especially to the needs of the disabled. His Parsi friends in India ask 
him to send U1em fa vorite foods that had become less obtainable after independence: "And I thought how 
ironic it was that this is what the Empire had meant to its most loyal subjects-something to salivate over." 
He utilizes the points in his itinerary lo make sociological or political observations, many of them relating 
lo his own sltual'ion as a gay disabled immigrant from a fonner colony. Tryi11g lo Gron• h,111 been translated 
into four languages and fonns the bas.is for the screenplay that Kanga wrote for the film Sixth Happiness 
(1998). The film, directed by Waris Hussein and produced by Tati.1n.1 Kennedy, was made in Britain and 
financed by the BBC, the British Film Institute, and the Arts Council of Grea t Brit.1ln. Between these two 
major efforts, Kanga wrote and presented HDouble the Trouble, Half the Fun," a program on gays and lesbians 
with disabilities. and "Taboo," which were produced on Channel Four in Brittin. He also wrote the play 
A Kind of lmmlgr,mt. which was produced by the Grae,1e Theatre Company. the leading theater group of 
U1e dis.1bled in England. He has subsequently produced a Channel Four travelogue on the Coted' Azur ,md 
U1e possibilities of travel for the disabled. 

Nariman Va keel from tl1e novel Family Molters by Rohinton Mistry is a classic example on the special 
problems related to the process of ageing which brings with it a multidimension.11 process of physical, 
psychological and social changes. With these perceptions in his mind Mistry narrates the story of an old man 
aged 79, affected by Parkinson disease. He faces health problems, his familial relationship as a fathe.r and 
as a grandfather is spoiled; and that affects him psychologically day by day throughout the novel struggle 
for survival in a country like India. Mistry paints on large political canvases, yet for me what elevates his 
talent is the way he portrays the deeply personal Rid1ly remembered details and the idiosyncrasies of all 
his characters are what draw the reader into the universal themes of his st.ones; interconnected lives, promises 
and dreams, fighting fate, and shining a light on fractured families resonate with the reade.r no matter where 
they come from . Fathers and sons, s.ibling rivalry, aging parents and life.challenging ilbless such as Parkinson's 
are all tackled in Mistry's work. Even on rereading his books. I was struck by how it makes me examine 
by own li.fe. As part of the so-called #squeezed middle cl.1sses" in Britain, Family Malt.-rs is essential reading 
for anyone wanting to understand the pressures and fissures in their own family. One is, never let off the 
hook. 

Though Anita Des.1i resist simple answers to U1e quest.ion of how gender intersects with dis.1bility in 
postrolonial worlds, but she offers provocative instances of the transgressive potential of "different" bodies. 
Anita Des.1i uses family as microcosm for larger national concerns. The novel HCl,'llr Ug/1/ of Day'' traces the 
tensions of a Hindu family reunited in the family home, where one sister, Bim, who has stayed there caring 
for autis tic Baba, repl'l.'sents Indian culture, while the other sister, Tara, represents more Western values. 
The novel also c riticizes the controversy of women's roles in society by exposing hardships that Desai 
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demonstrates through the influence of the western culture, the desire of true gender equality and the social 
roles which women are forced to obey. Anita Desai's Clear Light of Day. 

In the novel, 0,'11r Ught of Day, Anita Desai explores the ambivalent role of characters with disabilities, 
both as s ites of transgression and as repositories for cultural tensions in a postcolonial world. In it, Desai 
uses the family as microcosm for larger national concerns, as she does in many of her fictional exploralions 
of postcolonial themes (for instance, in Fire on the Mountain (1977) and Baumgartner's Bombay [ 19881). The 
novel traces the tensions of a Hindu family reunited in the family home, where one sister, Bitn, who has 
stayed there caring for Baba, represents Indian culture, while the other sister, Tara, represents more Western 
values. In essence, the family dynamics as the sisters confront their differences and struggle to balance old 
and new worlds become a mic rocosmic exploration of large r national concerns, establishing a • parallel 
movement between British withdrawal from lndia and the progressive emptying out oi the Das home .. 
. [making) a distinct point about the erosion of cultural frames of reference" (Mohan 1997, 49). 

In the midst of their negotiations exists Uieir brothe r Baba, who is development.ally disabled. At one 
level, Baba represents the naive dream of detachment from postcolonia.l negotiations of power, i.e., that one 
can somehow remove oneself from such negotiations. He is literally left out of almost al.I arguments between 
his sisters and thus exempt from the anguish caused b y such altercations. 

But the slippage of identity, which occurs when the sisters struggle to understand one another's narratives, 
is fostered by Saba's own fluid movement between symbolic identity categories. If on one hand he reflects 
Bim's passive resistance to change (he is addicted to order, ritual, to the known and familiar), he also embodies 
Tara 's internalization of Western values, articulated in the American music to which he compulsively listens. 
On the surface, then, his disability marks him as uniquely able to simultaneously participate in imperial 
standards and to reject them by escaping reality. Because of this dual role, he becomes the focus of his two 
sisters as they attempt to mediate between old and new cultural norms. At one point in the first part of 
the novel, Tara persistently as ks Baba if he is going to go into Ole office to perform duties of which he is 
blatantly incapable; later that day, when one of his records develops a skip, he rushes off the property only 
to witness a man beating a horse and to return, disoriented and deeply upset, "as if he were an amputee" 
(Desai 1980, 15). In ma.ny respects, he is: that which is absent in him serves to justify why Bim has not changed 
and to explain why Tara recoils from "those siJences and shadows" representative of •0td Delhi decadence" 
(15). Literally, then, it is through his body (his silence, his compulsions, his ghostly presence) that the two 
sisters attempt to negotiate a balance between old and new lndia. 

His "amputation" has gendered connotations, as well Baba is feminized by his disability in overt ways: 
he is not self-supporting, he does not participate in the public world, and he is very gentle. But Baba also 
lives in a semiotic world, resisting entry into the symbolic by means of his music and his mutterings. Graham 
Huggan suggests that "silence and music in several postx:olonial texts can be seen ... as providing a lternative, 
non-verbal codes which subvert and / or replace those earlier, over-determined narratives of colonial 
encow,ter in which the word is recognized to have played a c rucial role in the production of and maintenance 
of colonial hierarchies of power" (1990, 13). Like Baba, Aunt Mira, the alcoholic aunt who cared for the siblings 
when they were children, retreats into the semiotic and challenges social order with wildly transgressive 
acts-for instance, running naked and drunk in public. Aunt Mira does not fill a cultura.Uy-sanctioned role, 
for she is not motller, wife, or worker. Rather, like Baba, she hovers at the edge of a "new" Indian society. 
Both characters act as constant irritants, refusing to fit neatly into either old o r new cultural paradigms. In 
fact, their inability to fit in either category reminds us that such polarities (an old versus new world order) 
are s implistic, unrealistic, and unrealizable. 

To that end, Baba and Aunt Mira have subversive potential; they function as the evil eye that observes 
and resists inclusion. Though Baba and Aunt Mira are in many respects passive figures upon which tensions 
are worked out, the novel itself resists resolution and suggests, instead, that the process of negotiation will 
be ongoing. After one of her final outbursts of resentment, Bim comes to recognize that "It was Baba's silence 
and reserve and od1erworldliness that she had want.ed to break open and ransack and rob" (Desai 1980, 
164). And yet Baba himself-whose story is never told first-hand, whose motives and memories remain a blank 
in the sisters' efforts to reconstitute their pasts and thus their present-remains silent, a third space which 
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is indetenninate and unrepresentable. He is that Stranger "whose languageless presence e-,•okes an arthaic 
anxiety and aggressivity" by highlighting the opacity o f 1.-inguage in a story where 1.-inguage is all (Bhabha 
1994, 166). Those who do no t speak. o r who do not speak with the dialect o f the new nation, .are dangerous, 
,md their threa t to nationhood must be contained. One means of containment is nldking static an 
"extrno rdlr~uy body." This, I ,1rgue, is what h.lppens with Bab.I: Initial ly dangerous because o f his fluid 
identity, he is neutralized when the sisters Ax his idenlity as si lent sh,1dow, recipient o f their du.al care, 
loveable burden. Thus, t~ether they situate h im In ,1 particular role as dependent and knowable. Towards 
lhe end of the novel, Desai momentui.ly reconsiders lhe idea of Baba ,15 fixed in his difference from the 
sisters, offering a fleeting hope of connectedness in pLlt~ o f differentiation. In this St'ffll', Bim brings Bab.I 
his tea and fl'II an Immense, almost ll'fflllst ible yeaming to lie down beside him on the bed, s tretch out limb 
to limb, silrnt and immobile together. She felt tlldt they must be the same length, th.lt h is s lightness would 
flt In beside her size .... Together they would fo nn a whole tho1t would be perfect ,tnd pure. S he needed 
only lo lie down and stretch out beside him to become whole and perfect. lns tt'ild, she wen t out. (1980, 
166). Tile opportunity o f this moment-the impulse tow,1rds familiarity if not rec~niud similarity-is rejected, 
,md the transfonn,1tive power represented by Bab.I is negated. In the very next scene, Bab., is absent while 
the sis ters "paced the terrace" ( 166). 

Desai recognizes the temporal n,1ture of that unity ,ind re..-oncill.1tlon-as Tarn reminds Blm, " it's never 
over. Nothing' s over, ever" (1980, 17-l). I agree with Trinh T. Minh-ha th.11 "Silence ,ts a refu!lill to p.1rt.1ke 
in the story does sometimes provide us with a means to gain ,1 he.iring" (1989, 83), but in tl1.is noveL the 
"Clear light of day," that sense of community and connectedness which Blm experiences during a muslc,11 
gathering al the novel's clim.ix, tends to elude 8.1b.1, whose "face w,1s grave, like ,111 Image ca rved in stone" 
(Dl>sai 1994, 182). Unlike his s isters, mobile, fluid, struggling to negoti.lte the changing nature of postcolonl.11 
lndi.l and their roles with in it, Bab.I ultimately is cast in stone, flXed, excluded from tl1e dl.1lectic of na tionhood. 

In both texts, physica l, mental, and gender-based stigmas create a nd m,1intain ,1 stll tus q uo where nonn,11 
bodies do the necess.1 ry work of ,1:;5imil.iting to new 50Ciil l p,1Uen15 while o1rbitrating old power dyn.imics. 
To that end, the representation o f dis.1bility, because it remains seemingly stuck in ,l subordinate relations hip 
lo able bodiedness (wh ich comes to include p,ltrian:hy) is problenlatic. In Pla ying in tile Dark, Toni Morrison 
examines the ways in which Africanism has h istorically done the work of constructing whiteness in American 
lilemture and concludes that • Africanism is the vehicle by which t11e American self knows itself as no t 
ensLwed, but free; not repuls ive, but desimble; not helpless, but licensed o1nd powerful; not history-less, but 
historica l; not damned, but innocent; no t ,t blind accident of evo lutio n, but ,l progressive fulfilhnent o f destiny" 
(1990, 52). Similarly, the characters with disabilities in tl'M' two poslcolonial texts I examine exist in a binary 
tli.11 exdudes thenl even .is ii depends upon them to develo p a status q uo. 

But we are reminded, as we ll, that tlvtl stiltus quo is tentiltlve, fluid, and subject to constant revision 
and that "out of bound" bodies foster th.11 revlsion,1ry process In Important, even rad ica l. ways. Borrowing 
again from Morrison's argument, who notes that # A writer's response to American Africanism o ften provides 
a subtext that either s.1botages the surface text's expressed intentions or escapes tl1em through a language 
Ui.11 mystifies what it cannot bring itself to aniculate" (66), I want 10 suggest U1,11 a similar mystificuion 
occurs in Clear Light of Day and You Have Come 8.1ck. TI1ough Desai and C.1ILtire-Bourega might not be 
fully cap,1ble of articul.-iting the transfonnative potenti,11 of disability, whetller physica l, mental, o r gender
based, their respective representations nonetheless resonate with cultural and politica l implications. Both 
retu m repeatedly to figures of dis.1bility o1nd, in You Have Come Back, to the figure of the sexu.alized woman. 
to explore the unflXed nature of hieran:h ies, national identity, and power paradigms. For both, disability 
is a n "echo, shadow, ,md silent fon:e" which hovers al the margins o f their texts (GaUaire-Bourega 1988, 
48). This presence, this sh.1dow, alw,1ys there, demands a closer reading and more ca reful consideration. 
Because however concerted the ende,wor to stabilize disability as the subordinate term In a normal/ deviant 
binary, the potential of c h.1racters w ith disabilities to d isrupt comfortable, comforting, and ultima tely 
unreliable images o f totality reminds u s o f thei r transg.ressive potential, however unarticulated, however 
mystifying-indeed, perh.1ps because unarticulated and mystifying. 
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The early lnd.ian novels in English are a narrative of a nation in making, and the novelists are raconteurs 
of history in the cusp of change. The clamour for freedom from colonial yoke interspersed with discour.;es 
and narratives of identity and nationalism in a land of diversity. However, the likes of Firdaus Kanga remain 
as a marginalized writer not just because of h is disability and sexuality but a.lso because his writings were 
rather 'rad.ica.l' in the sense that they were not in tune with the traditional themes and cultural values but 
peaks of the personal concerns and desires. Kanga contributed towanis further evolution and growth of 
Indian English novel by placing the marginalized at the centre of the na.rrative. In the prioritization of texts 
and writers on the basis of mainstream nationaJ parameters, the dialectics of nation and nation-building plays 
a crucial role. To write about disability was, in a way, a defiance of the existing social structures and power 
relations in the literary field. 
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